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ON AIR
Presented by Melbourne Recital Centre and Ensemble Emovere

Thursday 13th October 7pm  |  Salon

PROGRAM
VINCENZO RUFFO (1508–1587)
La danza
La gamba
___

ANONYMOUS
Psalm 100: All people that on earth do dwell

Variations and improvisations by Andreas Böhlen
___

CHRISTOPHER TYE (c1505–before 1573)
Sit fast 

KATE MOORE 
Telephone for two recorders
___

JAMES PAISIBLE (1656–1721)
Sonata in B-flat major for two recorders

GEORG PHILIPP TELEMANN (1681–1767)
Trio sonata in A minor for recorder, oboe & basso continuo

INTERVAL

FRANÇOIS COUPERIN (1668–1733)
Le Rossignol en amour for recorder & basso continuo

LOUIS-ANTOINE DORNEL (1685–1765)
Sonate en quatuor for three recorders & basso continuo
___

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685–1750)
Trio sonata BWV 525 for three recorders
___

LOUIS COUPERIN (1626–1661)
Prelude in D minor for harpsichord

MISCHA KÄSER (born 1959, Zurich)
Dupuy tren for three recorders (1991)

HENRY PURCELL (1659–1695) 
Three In One Upon A Ground for three recorders and basso continuo (tutti)

Please hold applause until the conclusion of each section marked with ___
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ABOUT THE MUSIC
'On Air’ is a clear reference to the recorder’s use of air as a means of transmitting its varied sound world. The opening pieces by 
Vincenzo Ruffo are fine examples of virtuoso 16th-century instrumental composition, witty and quite adventurous in 
counterpoint and rhythm. Andreas Böhlen composed and will improvise 16th-century style Italian variations on the Psalm All 
people that on earth dwell. With such variations one can imagine how an Italian Renaissance virtuoso such as Ruffo would have 
improvised over this psalm. Christopher Tye’s unsurpassed compositional skill made him one of the most admired 
composers amongst fellow composers, although Queen Elizabeth, on hearing one of his pieces, suggested that the composer’s 
ears must be 'out of tune'. Tye swiftly responded that rather the listener’s ears must be 'out of tune'.

The sense of floating rhythms in Sit fast is paralleled with Kate Moore’s Telephone, a piece aesthetically far removed from Sit fast 
but very similar in the speed the music unfolds and in the emotions and sense of time it evokes in the players and listeners.

James Pesible and Georg Philipp Telemann were both influential figures for Baroque recorder. Pesible, a professional recorder 
player and bassist, introduced the Baroque recorder to England where it became the fashionable common flute, (alto recorder in 
F). Telemann, the 18th-century composer with probably the biggest compositional output for the recorder, respects perfectly his 
statement “Gib jedem Instrument das, was es leiden kann, so hat der Spieler Lust, du hast Vergnügen dran” ("He writes 
idiomatically and cleverly for each instrument and instrument combination").

Le Rossignol en amour, originally a keyboard piece, will be played on recorder and harpsichord in the French Baroque fashion of 
'mise en' concert. Sopranino recorder lets the nightingale sing. In the quartet for three dessus (upper voices) and bass by Dornel 
the ensemble makes use of three flûtes de voix, tenor recorders in D, which Mr Pesible would have known as Consort Flutes.

In the Trio Sonata BWV 525 by Johann Sebastian Bach the recorder shows its similarity to the organ. While the fascination with 
an organ performance often lies in one player tackling the three voices all alone, in this version each player dedicates himself to 
only one line. Through the performance on the recorder the lines gain in vocal flexibility and hopefully are still similar enough to 
reveal the intricate counterpoint.

Louis Couperin’s Prelude is a fine example of the French non-mesuré writing for harpsichord, an impromptu-like free form in 
which the player and the audience can indulge themselves in the rich French baroque harmonies. Much in contrast to this, 
Dupuy Tren, pertinently named after the hand malfunction with the same name, uses microtonal pitches and repetitive rhythms 
and is a compelling and powerful piece that eventually merges into the blissful Three Parts Upon A Ground by Henry Purcell. 

ABOUT THE MUSIC
Walter van Hauwe (The Netherlands, 1948), one of the most ground-breaking and influential recorder players and pedagogues 
of the past 50 years, is an authority on both traditional and unconventional recorder literature. A student of Frans Brüggen until 
1969, he was a founding member of Quadro Hotteterre and the controversial, experimental recorder ensemble Sour Cream. He 
played the recorder and Baroque flute in many performances and recordings with Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Gustav Leonhardt 
and Frans Brüggen. Since 1971 he has taught at the Conservatory of Amsterdam where he developed a cutting-edge system of 
recorder education that attracted ambitious students from around the world. In 2002 van Hauwe received the prestigious Prins 
Bernhard Cultuurfonds Music Prize for his contribution to Dutch culture.

Ensemble Emovere was formed to support this special project with Walter van Hauwe in Australia. 

Andreas Böhlen divides his time between recorder and jazz saxophone, while teaching recorder at the University of Arts, Graz. 
Amy Power performs extensively on both recorder and historical oboe in Europe and Australia. Ruth Wilkinson, well known to 
Australian audiences with groups such as Ludovico’s Band and Capella Corelli, teaches recorder at the University of Melbourne. 
Ann Morgan teaches harpsichord at the same institution, alongside her performing career as a soloist and with groups such as 
the Melbourne Chamber Orchestra.


